ONLINE DISCOUNT PROMOTION – ALPINE SKI WORLD CUP RESERVATION

Grandvalira, The Domain of the Snow, will welcome for the first time the Finals of the Alpine Ski World Cup, both men’s and women’s, on the two Domain trails of the World Cup: the mythical Avet trail (Grandvalira-Soldeu) and the symbolic Aliga trail (Grandvalira-El Tarter). An event that rewards the great skiing tradition in the Principality and the Pyrenees. The celebration of a sporting event of this magnitude gives prestige and reputation to Andorra and to the ski station in terms of guaranteeing snow, trails and first-class facilities.

DETAILS OF THE PROMOTION
10% discount on purchases made online for the Alpine Ski World Cup on the web at hoteles.grandvalira.com. User must use the coupon code WCF19FCLUB1819. This coupon is valid for room reservations and passes. The applicable dates include the following periods: 1-18 March 2019.

PROMOTION VALIDITY
The promotion is online-exclusive for purchases made at hoteles.grandvalira.com. Coupon cannot be combined with other discounts or promotions. Space is limited.

CANCELLATION POLICY
The cancellation policy conditions applicable to the “Alpine Ski World Cup” promotion will be those currently stipulated during the online purchasing process. Consult the cancellation policy conditions with each service during the purchasing process.

HOW TO ACCESS THE PROMOTION?
Log on to hoteles.grandvalira.com, select the package that you would like to purchase and apply for the coupon before finishing the payment.